Nineteen years ago when Pope John XXIII wrote the encyclical, *Pacem in Terris*, he was, even then, concerned with the stockpiling of conventional and nuclear weapons by the major world powers, then the United States and the Soviet Union. In his great encyclical, Pope John pleaded with the U.S. and Russia and other nations not to pursue their own goals at the expense of the security of others. He foresaw that the only way to bring about peace on Earth was to base it on mutual trust and understanding among nations.

Tonight we honor a person who has devoted his life to similar goals. Throughout his professional career, as diplomat and author, scholar and professor, George F. Kennan has sought by study and action to bring about this kind of mutual trust and understanding among nations which continually find themselves in conflict. He has tried to influence governments to put aside their selfish short-term interests and to work instead on mutual objectives which would secure the peaceful coexistence of all peoples.

One of Professor Kennan's major concerns has been the improvement of Russian studies throughout this country with a view to providing the American public and American policymakers with a better background of information about the government, but also about the people of the Soviet Union. Mr. Kennan has urged Americans to recognize that there was "another great people, one of the world's greatest, in all its complexity and variety, embracing the good with the bad - a people whose life, whose views, whose habits, whose fears and aspirations, are the products, just as ours are the products, not of any inherent iniquity but of the relentless discipline of history, tradition and national experience".

It is most appropriate then this evening, that we present to Professor George F. Kennan this 1982 *Pacem in Terris* Peace and Freedom Award which reads as follows: